
A LEVEL COURSE CONTENT
What’s assessed?

Dynamic landscapes
Topic 1: tectonic processes and hazards - a study of the causes, 
impacts and responses to tectonic hazards.
Topic 2: landscape systems, processes and change - an integrated 
study of processes, landforms and landscapes, coastal landscapes 
and change.

Dynamic places
Topic 3: globalisation - a study of of the causes and consequences 
of globalisation, for different people and places.
Topic 4: shaping places - a study of how and why places are shaped 
and changed, and identities attached to different places - focusing 
on regenerating places.

Physical systems and sustainability
Topic 5: the water cycle and water Insecurity - human and natural 
factors that impact on water cycling, water security and future water 
conflicts.
Topic 6: the carbon cycle and energy security - human and 
natural factors impacting on carbon cycling, the consequences for 
ecosystems and management strategies.

Human systems and geopolitics
Topic 7: superpowers - the reasons for shifting economic and 
political power, the impacts and influence of superpowers in 
governing the global commons.
Topic 8: global development and connections - focusing on 
migration, identity and sovereignty - the impacts of globalisation 
on international migration, nation states, the impacts of global 
organisations on managing global issues and conflicts, the threats to 
national sovereignty in a more globalised world.
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A LEVEL ASSESSMENT
Paper 1 - assessment of dynamic landscapes and physical systems and 
sustainability: 2 hours and 15 minutes (30% of the qualification).

Paper 2 - assessment of dynamic places and human systems and 
geopolitics: 2 hours and 15 minutes (30% of the qualification).

Paper 3 - synoptic investigation of a contemporary geographical issue: 
2 hours and 15 minutes (20% of the qualification).

Non-Examination Assessment (NEA) - independent investigation 
(20% of the qualification).

REGULAR WORK
A level geography lessons are varied but you can expect to use the 
following: internet research; presentations; Google Classroom and 
Chromebooks. You will regularly complete open response questions, 
resource-linked questions and extended writing questions. You will 
be required to spend time on further reading and research outside 
lessons. You will need to keep up-to-date with current geographical 
issues.

DESTINATIONS
This year students have gone to University of Kent to study Human 
Geography; Oxford Brookes University to study Business Management 
and Geography; Cardiff University to study Physical Geography with a 
year of study abroad; University of Nottingham to study Geography; 
University of Leeds to study Geography and Cardiff University to study 
Environmental Geography with a year of atudy abroad,

In previous years students have studied Geography at Birmingham, 
Exeter, Loughborough, Manchester, Durham, Lancaster, Liverpool, 
Southampton, Royal Holloway, Glasgow, Edinburgh and Cambridge.

SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS
Students should have achieved a 5 in GCSE geography.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Fieldwork is an essential part of A level geography and field trips are 
compulsory for the qualification. A level students must complete a 
minimum of four days of fieldwork in relation to processes in physical 
and human geography.

The department also runs a trip to Iceland during the Easter holiday.



THIS COURSE WILL APPEAL TO…
All students who enjoyed GCSE geography and have an interest in the 
challenges facing the world today and in the future. Geography is a 
well regarded subject by employers because of its broad topic base 
and its ability to challenge students to consider and develop opinions 
on current issues facing our planet.

MEET THE TEAM
Miss Jones Miss Hill 
jn@st-bedes.surrey.sch.uk hi@st-bedes.surrey.sch.uk

Miss Maile  Miss Ramsdale 
ma@st-bedes.surrey.sch.uk  rs@st-bedes.surrey.sch.uk



POSSIBLE CAREERS
Business and finance, environmental management, journalism, 
teaching, town planning, leisure, travel and tourism, conservation, 
pollution monitoring, hydrologist, surveyor, lawyer, financial risk 
assessor.

WHAT STUDENTS THINK
“It links in very well with biology, the two subjects complement each 
other (especially at A level).”

“Geography is fun and interesting, with a wide variety of cool 
subjects/topics.”

“It became my best subject and was never boring!”

“Geography provides the opportunity to explore the world at a local 
and an international level so enhances your understanding of the real 
issues facing our planet.”

“The geography trips are great and really help you prepare for the 
exams because you get a better understanding of the topic being 
taught.” 
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